On Stability of Specific Adhesion of Particles to Membranes in Simple Shear Flow.
Adhesion of carrier particles to the luminal surface of endothelium under hemodynamic flow conditions is critical for successful vascular drug delivery. Endothelial cells line the inner surface of blood vessels. The effect of mechanical behavior of this compliant surface on the adhesion of blood-borne particles is unknown. In this contribution, we use a phase-plane method, first developed by Hammer and Lauffenburger [Biophysical Journal, 52, 475 (1987)], to analyze the stability of specific adhesion of a spherical particle to a compliant interface layer. We construct a phase diagram that predicts the state of particle adhesion, subjected to an incident simple shear flow, in terms of interfacial elasticity, shear rate, binding affinity of cell adhesive molecules, and their surface density. The main conclusion is that the local deformation of the flexible interface inhibits the stable adhesion of the particle. In comparison with adhesion to a rigid substrate, a greater ligand density is required to establish a stable adhesion between a particle and a compliant interface. The results can be used for the rational design of particles in vascular drug delivery.